Course Name/ Jefferson Elective Diagnostic Radiology - RAD401
Location Jefferson Hospital

1. What form of transportation did you use? Walked

2. What month did you take this elective?
   Block 13 (October)/ Block 15 (December)

3. What were your daily duties? Mostly lecture; daily clinical rotations to explore various branches of radiology (i.e. fluoroscopy, mammography, ultrasound)

4. How many hours per week were you on duty?
   Lectures - ~4-6 hrs./ day  20-25/ wk.

5. What was the call schedule? Were you able to pick your shifts or trade with peers?
   --- No call. One nightshift with radiology resident, schedule on your own.
   Can switch to any day if needed. Resident will likely send you home immediately.
   --- One night of call for the rotation. We got to pick the day. It was only for the evening and was highly encouraged but not mandatory.

6. Were there any specific requirements such as lectures, papers, examinations or presentations? Lectures daily. 10-15 minute PowerPoint presentation on radiology findings from a patient you have encountered. Midterm exam and final exam. Mammography session requires writing down the findings on a worksheet given at orientation.

7. Was there teaching by Attendings? Which Attending left the most impact on you?
   --- Yes. Lectures by Dr. Baltarowich are the best. Will learn a lot from her.
   --- Dr. Baltarowich is great!!!
   --- Dr. B's lectures were always very useful. The other lectures were hit or miss. Not so much teaching with the shadowing.
   --- Teaching was good by attendings but had to be sought out by the student.
8. Were you able to attend interviews during your rotation?
   --- Yes.
   --- Yes, but I wouldn’t schedule this during a super busy interview month
   --- We were given about 3 days for interviewing/doctor appointments
   --- Just 1 - I actually think it would be easier to miss clinical rotation days
     than this rotation

9. Did you have to make up for missing interview days?
   --- No. Dr. Baltarowich is very flexible.
   --- Yes (the work)


11. How would you rate your overall experience? Poor/Fair/Good/Very Good/ Excellent
    --- Excellent
    --- Very Good

12. Would you recommend this elective to future students?
    --- Yes
    --- YES!!! Amazing course that was very informative - I think it should be
      required for every student! Take it!
    --- Yes! It's a great rotation for learning a lot of basic radiology

13. Any other comments, suggestions or tips?
    --- Be prepared for lots of lecture, which is tiring but educational.
    --- This was a light rotation (that you should make the most of!), but one
      that you can also learn a lot on. DEFINITELY attend all of Dr. B’s lectures,
      as you will learn a lot from these and they are what you will be tested on.
      If there is a specialty you are most interested in (such as ortho), you can
      just shadow MS if you want, or you can not attend any of the shadowing
      times, as no one really checks up on you there.
    --- This rotation is very student dependent. If you take it seriously, you
      can get a lot out of it. But you also have the option to put in very little
      effort if you need a breather.

14. OPTIONAL: Would you like to include your contact information?
--- duc.vu@jefferson.edu
--- michael.valentino@jefferson.edu